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HISTORY IN A NEW LIGHT

O

ly appealing specimens and
screw them into the wall for
study.
Eventually he would undertake painting them with the
goal of depicting the bark
as convincingly as possible
on canvas. In the process of
applying paint and texture to
replicate what was before his
eyes, he became immersed
in the enigma that the more
accurately he rendered his
subject, the more visually
abstract it became. On exhibit
will be “Red Oak” from the
series. Aesthetic perception
aside, the bark series conveyed to Lawson a deeper
understanding of the manipulation of paint and texture on
a two-dimensional surface.
Another stimulating aesthetic challenge originated
What we encounter is the
from the amalgamation of
evolution of a brilliant paint- a trip to Russia and expoer from his initial emergence sure to mosaics within the
as an already-accomplished
Saint Petersburg cathedral,
artist at the age of 19 to his
and reading “Chuck Close:
current work, which appears Face Book by Chuck Close.”
as accessible to the viewer
“Mosaic,” also part of the
as that of his 1982 painting
retrospective, is a large
“Madison River Bull.” In
painting comprised of 11,520
reality, his current work is
half-inch squares of color
so much more sophisticated
representing a detail of a plot
that, without being able to
of earth. Lawson mixed every
reference the work created
individual color separately,
over the intervening years,
not once did he ever mix one
we could easily believe that
pool of color and add it to two
it was produced by a comsquares.
pletely different painter. For
Tim maintains this 3 1/2Lawson’s work has grown
year study taught him more
from that talented teenager’s
about the three dimensions
rendering into paintings
of color, value, hue and chrofilled with artistic nuance
ma, than all of his preceding
unimaginable to that young
years as an artist. The origin
talent.
for “Black Angus,” a drawing
In the late fall of 1999, Tim’s tour de force, lies in the artist
first museum exhibition was
finding the deceased subject
presented here at The Brinton on the ranch where Tim lives
and included on-location
and his quest to gather and
sketches, drawings and studio possess the entire skeletal
paintings. Three of the works structure of the cow for reffrom that show appear in
erence and the decision to
this retrospective. Viewed in
produce a life-size drawing of
conjunction with other works an angus.
painted from 1988 to 1999,
What ensued was a two-year
they reveal brilliant on-site
project from which Tim mainoils and a move toward studio tains he learned more about
painting and away from plein perception and his sensitivity
air or on-location painting.
to the perceived world than
Many factors have influhe had in his preceding 54
enced T. Allen Lawson’s work years of life, and that as a
over the succeeding years.
result his drawing is better
Chiefly among them, a move
than it was even two years
to Maine which precipitated
prior to the undertaking.
connecting with the Wyeth
The aim of this retrofamily of artists, and more
spective is to provide you
accessible travel to major
with a glimpse into T.
museum exhibitions, all help- Allen Lawson’s distinctive
ing to nurture Tim’s inherent approach to painting, in the
temperament to revise and
hope that you will visit the
evolve his work.
museum this summer and
An aspect of the artist’s
leave having interacted with
persona that has manifested
the art visually and emoitself more as he matures
tionally. For the viewer’s
artistically is the willingness connection with art is the
to ponder and undertake
driving force for artists such
intriguing artistic challenges. as Lawson to paint and draw
In 2009 Tim’s observations of
marvelous abstract illusions
the bark separating from the
of reality upon flat surfaces.
heating wood in his studio
KENNETH L. SCHUSTER is director and chief
as it dried inspired him to
curator of The Brinton Museum.
collect the most aesthetical-

n May 15, The Brinton
Museum will open
our “T. Allen Lawson:
Reflections and
Recollections” exhibition. This
is a retrospective show which
allows the
viewer to
look back
at works
the artist
created over
a prolonged
period of
time, in
this case
KEN
39 years,
enabling us
SCHUSTER
to examine
|
the progression and
direction
in which Tim’s artwork has
evolved over his career.
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The Mandel Cabin and Post Office, originally constructed in 1880 and now a museum owned by the National Society of The
Colonial Dames of America in the State of Wyoming, has new indoor lighting to show off its interior display.

Interior lights installed in Mandel Cabin
FROM STAFF REPORTS

SHERIDAN — The Mandel Cabin and Post Office,
originally constructed in 1880 and now a museum
owned by the National Society of The Colonial Dames
of America in the State of Wyoming, has new indoor
lighting to show off its interior display.
The Mandel Cabin and Post Office is open for
self-guided viewing from spring through fall at the
Dorothy King Reflective Garden in the Whitney
Commons Park in Sheridan.
Each spring, the Wyoming Dames send a special
invitation to all Sheridan County third-graders during
their study of Sheridan County history, making the
cabin a favorite field trip destination, according to a
press release.
In 2020, The NSCDA in Wyoming and Whitney
Benefits teamed up to bring visitor display lighting
to the interior of the historic cabin. The NSCDA in
Wyoming had budgeted $1,700 for the lighting project
and Whitney Benefits offered to pay half of the installation costs and the monthly electrical bills.
Richard Moore, of Moore Glass, donated time to
repair the front window in preparation for a push-button switch; Peter Burgess donated a hand-built barn
wood box to cover the electrical panel inside; and Rex
Arney donated his time to photograph the finished
project.
Sheridan Electric installed the lighting and donated
extra time fine tuning the installation.
When the original logs of the Mandel Cabin were discovered under some old white cladding of a building
slated for demolition in the late 1960s, the NSCDA in
Wyoming raised enough money to restore the logs to
a somewhat smaller version of their original configu-

ration. Whitney Benefits, an educational foundation
formed by the late Edward A. Whitney, helped in the
final steps of the restoration by providing a site for
the cabin in the Dorothy King Reflective Garden at
the Whitney Commons Park. The cabin now has a
permanent home close to where it was originally built.
Whitney established the first bank in an extension of
the building when the logs of the Mandel Cabin were
moved to main street and he lived in its second story.
Built by George Mandel, the Mandel Cabin became
the area’s first post office in 1881, which put Sheridan
on the map. ‘Mandel, Wyoming’ was later renamed
by John D. Loucks, who purchased the cabin in 1882
and chose the name ‘Sheridan’ in honor of Gen. Philip
Sheridan, who was Loucks’ commanding officer in the
civil war.
Along with the Dutch Henry cabin, which at one
time was attached to the Mandel Cabin by a breezeway, the two early structures served as Sheridan’s
first community center, functioning as the first post
office, store and school, and as the site of the first
church service and election. The Dutch Henry cabin is
memorialized with a stone monument at the corner of
Brooks and Smith streets.
Although the cottonwood logs of the Dutch Henry
cabin did not survive, somehow, the pine logs of the
Mandel Cabin did, despite being moved many times.
Last summer, The Mandel Cabin and Post Office
became part of NSCDA’s Great American Treasures,
which is a collection of more than 60 museums across
the country that tell the story of how America became
America. Further information about the Mandel Cabin
and Post Office can be found at nscdawy.org and click
on Mandel Cabin or in a brochure available outside
the cabin.

Kors marks 40th anniversary with love letter to Broadway
BY BROOKE LEFFERTS
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Michael Kors is a top designer, of
course, but he’s also a confirmed
theater geek. He celebrated his
love for the performing arts as he
marked his 40th anniversary as a
designer this week, with a digital
show that showcased the razzle-dazzle of Broadway.
“Honestly even just talking about
it makes me feel joy,” he said in
live comments from Times Square

on Tuesday, about the experience
of sitting in a Broadway theater.
Then, in a show taped several
nights earlier, his models sashayed
down a runway that was actually
West 45th Street, in the heart of
Manhattan’s still-shuttered theater
district.
After the show, they gathered in
the Shubert Theater itself, where
they sat — distanced — to hear
Rufus Wainwright sing a medley of
uplifting hits, including “There’s
No Business Like Show Business.”

The runway featured a mix of
supermodels from over the decades
and none other than Naomi
Campbell closed the show, in a
sequined black gown with a black
overcoat. Kors also presented an
amusing prelude, “Michael Kors
Lights Up Broadway,” in which
portraits of Broadway actors on
the walls of famed theater hangout
Sardi’s came to life with actors
emerging to wish him well and
share a few jokes (the bit also
recalled the ubiquity of Zoom.)

